# Changes in Examination Regulations to the University Gazette – Social Sciences Division

**Social Sciences Divisional Board**

Approved at the meeting of Teaching Audit Committee on 02/06/17

**Title of Programme**

Bachelor of Civil Law and Magister Juris

**Brief note about nature of change:** Change of title for two options

**Location of change**

In *Examination Regulations 2016* [http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/dicl-mjamophilinlawx/](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/dicl-mjamophilinlawx/)

**Effective date**

For students starting from MT 2017

For first examination from 2017-18

**Detail of change**

1. Amend citation reference. 1.97-1.121 as follows (new text underlined, deleted text struck through):

   ‘Evidence;

   Human Rights at Work;

   Intellectual Property Law;

   International and European Criminal Law;

   International and European Employment Law;

   International Commercial Arbitration;

   International Dispute Settlement;
International Economic Law;
International Law and Armed Conflict;
International Law of the Sea;
Jurisprudence and Political Theory;
Law and Society in Medieval England;
Law in Society;
Legal Concepts in Financial Law;
Medical Law and Ethics;
Personal Taxation;
Philosophical Foundations of the Common Law;
Principles of Civil Procedure;
Principles of Financial Regulation;
Private Law and Fundamental Rights;
Punishment, Security and the State;
Regulation;
Restitution of Unjust Enrichment;
Roman Law (Delict);
The Roman and Civilian Law of Contracts;
The Taxation of Trusts and Global Wealth
Transnational Commercial Law.'

Explanatory Notes